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Insurance Associates, a Marsh & McLennan Agency LLC
Company (MMA) Proudly Supports Patriot Point
Insurance Associates/MMA and the Selective Insurance Group Foundation
Provide a Grant as Part of Regional Initiative for Community Impact

Rockville, Maryland, August 29, 2019 – Insurance Associates/MMA and the Selective
Insurance Group Foundation partnered to support the efforts of Patriot Point through a
$1,000 grant. Patriot Point was selected by Insurance Associates/MMA for the grant as
part of the Selective ‘President’s Club Matching Gift’ initiative, which allows premier
agents the opportunity to make an impact in the communities where they live and work
by providing a donation with matching gift from the Foundation.
The President’s Club Matching Gift program is run by the Selective Insurance Group
Foundation which is a philanthropic affiliate of Selective Insurance Group, Inc. (Nasdaq:

SIGI). Together with President's Club agencies, such as Insurance Associates/MMA, the
Foundation has supported thousands of community-based and national nonprofits in
regions across the country since the initiative began in 2002.
“The work that Patriot Point does to help our nation’s warriors so they can reconnect with
their families, decompress after deployment, and take time to rejuvenate is vital to our
community. Our service members face challenges abroad while working to maintain our
safety and security so this is a way for us to give back to them” said Stephen A.
Spencer, President, Insurance Associates/MMA.
The grant represents a $500 donation from Insurance Associates/MMA, matched by a
$500 gift from The Selective Insurance Group Foundation. The grant will help Patriot
Point’s efforts to provide a relaxing and safe environment for our nation’s wounded, ill,
and injured service members to enjoy outdoor recreation activities with their families.
“Our network of President’s Club agents has demonstrated an unwavering commitment
to supporting their local communities in ways that reach far beyond their insurance
enterprises,” said Chuck Musilli, Executive Vice President, Chief Human Resources
Officer, Distribution Strategies, Selective. “Together with Insurance Associates/MMA, we
are proud to award a grant to Patriot Point to help further its mission in supporting our
nation’s warriors.”
Now in its eighteenth year, the Selective President’s Club Matching Gift program has
more than doubled in size and scale. It has grown from supporting organizations in 11
states in 2002 to reaching charities in 23 states and the District of Columbia in 2018.
With the help of 94 of Selective’s top agencies, the program granted more than $45,000
to more than 100 charities in 2018. The initiative aims to support community-based
organizations with a variety of missions such as civic organizations, conservation and
environmental agencies, educational entities, food banks and shelters, hospitals and
hospice centers, military support services and others.

About Insurance Associates, a Marsh & McLennan Agency LLC Company
Marsh & McLennan Agency LLC (MMA) is a subsidiary of Marsh & McLennan Company.
MMA was established in 2008 to build out a national middle market platform. MMA
offers surety, business insurance, personal lines, and employee benefits to businesses
and individuals across North America. MMA delivers custom personalization from local
consultants while providing access to the worldwide resources of Marsh. MMA is
currently one of the largest insurance brokers in the United States. More information is
available at MarshMMA.com.

About Marsh
Marsh is the world’s leading insurance broker and risk adviser. With over 35,000
colleagues operating in more than 130 countries, Marsh serves commercial and
individual clients with data driven risk solutions and advisory services. Marsh is a wholly
owned subsidiary of Marsh & McLennan Companies (NYSE: MMC), the leading global
professional services firm in the areas of risk, strategy and people. With annual revenue
over US$15 billion and 75,000 colleagues worldwide, MMC helps clients navigate an
increasingly dynamic and complex environment through four market-leading firms:
Marsh, Guy Carpenter, Mercer, and Oliver Wyman. Follow Marsh on Twitter
@MarshGlobal; LinkedIn; Facebook; and YouTube, or subscribe to BRINK.

About Selective
Selective Insurance Group, Inc. is a holding company for ten property and casualty
insurance companies rated “A” (Excellent) by A.M. Best. Through independent agents,
the insurance companies offer standard and specialty insurance for commercial and
personal risks, and flood insurance underwritten by the National Flood Insurance
Program. Selective maintains a website at www.Selective.com.
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